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ISPF Variable Pools: Part II

T he Shared and Profile pool of the Dialog
Manager are tied to the application-id

that functions (programs) are executing
under. This month, I will explain the use of
the NEWAPPL parameter of SELECT and
ISPSTART. The Shared pool is second in
search sequence after the Function pool.
The Profile pool is searched last. All dialog
functions, regardless of their language,
must use ISPF services to read from and
write to the Shared and Profile pools.

ISPF APPLICATIONS

Before digging in, the concept of an ISPF
application needs to be clarified. An appli-
cation in an ISPF context is represented by
a one- to four-character string that defines
the application-id. This character string is
named in the NEWAPPL parameter of
either the ISPSTART command or the
SELECT service.

As long as the application is active, then
its Shared pool exists and its Profile pool
table is open. These two pools are related
only to the application, not all of ISPF.

While SELECT service processing
eventually occurs as part of an ISP-
START, there is an important difference
between ISPSTART and SELECT service
NEWAPPLs. ISPSTART starts ISPF from
native TSO. There is extra processing
involved when ISPSTART is issued: Pre-
allocated ISPF concatenations are opened
(ISPPLIB, etc.), storage is acquired, and
the ISPF session’s national language is
established. After all of this processing
has completed and the required ISPF
environment has been built, then the
SELECT service is issued to actually
start ISPF. The PANEL, PGM or CMD
named in the ISPSTART invocation is
used in the initial SELECT.

The NEWAPPL parameter named in the
ISPSTART is used to define the base
application for an ISPF session.

BASE SHARED AND
PROFILE POOLS

The ISPSTART NEWAPPL defines the
base Shared and Profile pools. These pools
will be deleted/closed only when ISPF
terminates; that is, a return to native TSO
READY mode. If the SELECT service is
issued from within the base application
and it names a different NEWAPPL, the
base Shared and Profile pools are suspended
until the NEWAPPL terminates. Then,
upon return to the base application, the
suspended pools are reinstated. Using
IBM’s ISPF as an example, the commands
which usually start (ISPSTART) ISPF
from TSO are ISPF, PDF, or SPF. These
three commands are all aliases of a module
called ISRPCP. ISRPCP is a command
processor that builds the ISPF environ-
ment via ISPSTART and eventually issues
the following:

SELECT PANEL(ISR@PRIM) OPT(parm) NEWAP-
PL(ISR)

In the case of ISPF/PDF, once ISR@PRIM
is displayed, a Shared pool for the ISR
application is created, the Profile pool table
ISRPROF is opened, and all underlying ISP
read-only pools and command tables are
opened and made available. ISR is the
application-id for the PDF.

NEWAPPL SHARED POOLS

An important design consideration in
ISPF development is deciding whether or
not to use a NEWAPPL. User-written
applications are not required to use a

NEWAPPL parameter. In many cases it is
acceptable to invoke user-written dialogs
from within the base ISR application. In
other cases, a NEWAPPL should be used.

The most important thing to remember is
that if a NEWAPPL is going to be used on
a SELECT (not an ISPSTART), then the
NEWAPPL Shared pool is going to be
continually created and deleted. Every time
a user chooses a NEWAPPL from a menu
or via a command, a Shared pool will be
created. Every time that the user exits the
NEWAPPL, the Shared pool is deleted.

This is just the way ISPF works.
However, one of the nicest features of the
Shared pool is that values entered into
Shared pool variables will be retained for
the duration of application execution. That
is, whatever values were last entered will
still be present for subsequent DISPLAYs,
FTINCLs, and TBDISPLs. However, when
using a NEWAPPL, the entire Shared pool
is erased at application termination. The
NEWAPPL Profile pool must be used if a
developer wants to have previously entered
values retained. Note that with a base
Shared pool, like ISR, this is not true; the
base Shared pool is always restored after
NEWAPPL invocations and is only deleted
when ISPF is terminated.

NEWAPPL VS. ISR

When deciding whether or not an appli-
cation requires a NEWAPPL, certain con-
siderations must be evaluated. There are no
hard and fast rules in this area of ISPF
development, only general guidelines. Of
primary importance are the names chosen
for variables. To run in the ISR application,
a naming convention must be used which
ensures that user-written dialog functions
do not conflict with IBM chosen names.
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NEWAPPL CONSIDERATIONS

Shared and Profile pools cannot be
passed between applications. Individual
variables can be passed as parameters when
the SELECT service is issued for a
NEWAPPL, but this can be cumbersome
and is only practical for a small number of
variables. So, if many ISR Shared and
Profile pool variables are required for an
application, a NEWAPPL cannot be used.

If ISPF users are running with KEYLIST
OFF, PF Keys are unconditionally set to
ISPPROF default values when a NEWAPPL
is invoked for the first time. This can be
frustrating to users who want to have con-
sistent PF Keys settings throughout all of
ISPF. Many ISPF users customize their ISR
application PF Key settings. Frequently,
these users aren’t aware of the NEWAPPL
invocation and become annoyed when their
PF Key settings revert to unwanted defaults
under the NEWAPPL.

If there is any chance that user-written
dialogs will use variable names that conflict
with the ISR variable names, a NEWAPPL
must be used. Z variables are a special case.

Dialog developers should never begin
variables with the letter Z, regardless of
how the dialog will eventually run. IBM has
reserved the letter Z. Many Z variables are
in the ISP (not ISR) read-only Shared pool.
This makes them accessible throughout
ISPF, even under a NEWAPPL. However,
the ISP Shared pool Z variables are not
modifiable. Z variables contain values like
current time and date, SMF-ID, TSO-ID,
and release level of TSO/ISPF. Z variables
exist for all ISPF variable pools, not just the
Shared pool. The Z variables are documented
in Chapters 5 and 6 of the OS/390 ISPF
Reference Summary.

Using a NEWAPPL alters Dialog Manager
search sequences. What happens under a
NEWAPPL is that the chosen application-id
is concatenated to a number of reserved
strings to form the member names of a
profile pool table, an edit profile table, and

optionally, a command table and one or
more keylists. The DD names ISPPROF and
ISPTLIB come into play here. The reserved
strings are PROF, for the profile pool, EDIT
for the edit profile table, CMDS for the
command table, and KEYS for the keylists.

To illustrate, assume a NEWAPPL of
XYZ. Any VPUT using the PROFILE
parameter will store the variables into a
member called XYZPROF. Profile pool
tables are written as members of the PDS
allocated at ISPPROF.

If the IBM EDIT program is invoked
from within a NEWAPPL, an edit profile
table called XYZEDIT will also be stored in
the PDS at ISPPROF. If a command table
exists, it would have the name XYZCMDS.
Command tables are PDS members that
reside in libraries allocated at ISPTLIB.
ISPF Option 3.9 is used to create and
modify command tables. Keylists are
manipulated either by using the KEYLIST
primary command or by using the Function
Keys action bar item at Option 0 of ISPF.

The information contained in the last
paragraph is important when deciding
whether or not to design an application
around a NEWAPPL. Several important
things to remember include the following:

● Using a NEWAPPL requires extra
space in the PDS allocated at ISPPROF.
If many NEWAPPLs are planned, all
ISPF users should have an adequately
sized ISPPROF PDS or profile DSNs
should be allocated as type LIBRARY
(PDS/E).

● The Dialog Manager does not write the
Profile pool table to ISPPROF unless
the application ends normally. This is
true even for the base application. If the
application ends abnormally, the Profile
pool table will never get rewritten to
ISPPROF.

● Command tables are opened when
SELECT is issued with a NEWAPPL.

Any changes made to a command table
via the 3.9 utility will not take effect
until the application is again invoked
and the command table is reopened.
Command tables must pre-exist as
members of PDS datasets allocated at
ISPTLIB. Also, they must be available
to all users of an application.

● The Dialog Manager’s command table,
ISPCMDS, is always available, even
under a NEWAPPL. However, it is only
searched if no NEWAPPL command
table exists, or a NEWAPPL command
table exists, but the verb (ZCTVERB)
is not found in the NEWAPPL table.

CONCLUSION

If a site is going to write complex ISPF
applications, the applications should all
have a unique NEWAPPL. Examples of
commercial NEWAPPL applications are
SDSF, Compuware’s File-Aid and
Computer Associates’ Endevor. On the
other hand, ISPF applications like edit
macros should not use a NEWAPPL. I have
written many ISPF dialogs that are designed
to “pop-up” and run anywhere within ISPF.
Application like these should never use a
NEWAPPL.  
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